
Our company is hiring for a language specialist. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for language specialist

Providing attractive and creative translations from English into Japanese for
website copy and promotional materials, including newsletters, to appeal to
the Japanese market
Provide commercial and creative translations from English into Spanish for
website copy, app copy and promotional materials, including newsletters, to
appeal to the Spanish market
Provide a global reach for increasing recoveries by investigating payment
dispute trends in all orgs and businesses
Communicate effectively with internal customers and payment processors to
make informed decisions about liability risk
Assist in the development, testing and providing timely feedback on new
tools for use in increasing bad debt recoveries and determining liability
Assist with escalations on complex inquiries related to credit card disputes
supporting stakeholders from a variety of internal and external parties
including customers, banks, merchants and internal teams
Maintain individual accountability for performance metrics and goals,
ensuring ever-increasing levels of productivity and accuracy against
established benchmarks
Reviews, researches and initiates the resolution of dispute inquiries from
cardholders, financial institutions, merchants and internal departments in
compliance to SOPs, banks and payment processors
Report classification results and communicate them throughout the
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Drive daily production goals along with monitoring and maintaining quality
control of existing data

Qualifications for language specialist

Native fluency in Indonesian
Native fluency in Traditional Chinese
Planning - Sets priorities, determines short and long term goals
Ensure the Customer is aware of what steps are necessary to diagnose and
resolve the problem
Ability to effectively manage time and individually prioritize multiple tasks of
competing priority delivering projects and tasks on time with proven
organizational and analytical solving skills
Ability and willingness to work on one weekend day a month, and outside of
the "standard" work day as needed


